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k
	 I. INTRODUCTION
This report summarizes progress in the refinement and evaluatim of the
analytical jet shielding model. Development of the basic model is shown in
the previous -annual progress report (1). The model consists of a point noise
source impinging on a cylinder of heated flow in which the temperature and
velocity are uniform across the cross-section of the jet. The shielding jet
is infinite in extent along the jet axis and the radius of the jet is constant.
'.Cho. analytical model is compared to experimental data for a point noise
source impinging on an ambient temperature, subsonic jet; and on a subsonic
simulated hot jet using helium as the flow medium (2). The results of those
comparison are discussed in the present report. It is found that the model,
estimates the same trends as the experiment. Agreement is best in the shadow
zone at receiver locations directly opposite jet from the source. As the
receiver moves downstream from the source, the model estliustes less shield-
ir.,g than experiment indicates. This is felt to be due to the fact that the
actual shielding j et widens downstream of the ;het nozzle due to mixing with
the quiescent air surrounding the jet. Preliminary results using a jet widening
algorithm in the analytical model indicate that the decreased diffraction around
the widening jet results in greater downstream shielding, in agreement with
experimental trends.
Pr-Avious comparison of'the analytical model to twin jet shielding experi-
ments had indicated discrepancies (1). It was felt that the differences should
be resolved by refinement of the ;het noise source model. The modification of
the source term is intended to .represent the directional nature of the jet noise
radiation pattern. This report summarizes the development of the Jet noise
source model. The source strength term is redefined with a directivity imposed
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Imposed. The modifies; source term incorporates not only the spatial varia-
tion of the jet noise, but also the frequency spectrum. Vie modified source
model is found to compare favorably to jet noise measurements of a, cold super-
sonic jet and an ambient temperature jet of Mach number 0.5 to 1.95. The
modified noise source term is found to improve the comparison between the model,
and the twin-jet shielding, experiment at receiver locations in the near down-
stream region. As with the point source comparison, the model estimatu less
shielding further downstream. This discrepancy is felt to result from the added
barrier effect due to jet widening in the real shielding jet.
P
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11, COMPARISON TO POINT NOISE SOURCE SHIELDING EXPERIMENT
The derivation of the total far field sound pressure has been shown in
the previous annual. report (1) The normalized sound pressure level at a
receiver in the acoustic far field is expressed as a directivity function,
ASPL,
2
QSYL - 10 log10 
I^in
T (ds)P.
where:
PT
 = Total, incident plus scattered, sound pressure
Pin 0 Incident sound pressure at the location
ASPL > 0 indicates sound amplifiection
ASPL < 0 indicates sound reduction.
Measurements of the sound pressure level from a point source near a jet
have been made by Yu and Fratello at NASA.-Langley Research Center (2). For the
purposes of testing the analytical model, comparison of the measured shielding
to the shielding estimated by the model are made. Test rases include an iso-
thermal Mach number 0.53 air jet and a simulated hot air Mach 0.18 jet using
helium as the flow medium. In the experiments, the noise source is located
4 jet diameters downstream of the shielding jet nozzle exit, and at a lateral.
spacing of 2.5 jet diameters.
The coordinate system is centered on the sound source, and is illustrated
in Figure 1. In the nomenclature adopted for the comparison, ^n a 0 0 on the
z-axis of the source, parallel to the shielding jet. The angle a is 0 0 when
the receiver is on the source side of the jet; and 1800 when the receiver is
directly opposite the jet from the source.
i
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}1. Isothermal Subsonic Jet
"	 Figures 2 and 3 show the modification of the directivity function by the
k
shielding jet in azimuthal planes downstream of the source. The curves in
figure 2 are for the normalized frago.ancy parame..er, koa - 0.56, where.
ko W wave number w 27f/c0 	'
a - shielding het radius.
Figure 3 is for koa 1.6
At low frequency, Figure 2, the shielding effect is small.. At the near
downstream locations, 
*r. 
750 , incident sound is transmitted through the jet,
and back scattering is negligible. As the receiver moves downstream from the
source, the shadow zone, in which ASPL is less than zero, becomes more well
defined. The zone becomes wider and the maximum attenuation increases as the
jet axis is approached (*n -r 00). The Mound is scattered into a lobe immediately
I	 adjacent to the shadow zone.
At higher frequency, Figure 3, the broadening of the shadow zone is less,
but the maximum attention is greater. The lobe of amplification adjacent to
the shadow zone shifts toward the source side of the shielding jet and becomes
wider as the jet axis is approached. A smaller and less intense zone of sound
reduction is seen adjacent to the lobe of amplification. This gone shifts
toward the source side of the jet as the axis is approached, and disappears
at 1.50<*n<30
0
.
The trends exhibited by the model compare favorabi with experiment for
both low and high frequency. The measured data show lobe formations similar
to those estimated. The model under estimates the maximum sound reduction
0in the shadow zone at receiver locations near the jet axis (fi
n
 <3 ). The
.The directivity function is evaluated on the side of the jet direc.tl
opposite the source, for ^ n<900 (downstream of the source) and for *n>900
(upstream of the source). The plot is shown in Figure 4.
Sound is scattered into the region upstream of the source, y n>900 , auu
the magnitude of the amplification increases with frequei.,,y. As the receiver
moves downstream from the source, ^ n<90o , sound is attenuated. The rate of
sound reduction is at first gradual, and then increases at the angle, V nz 500.
For angles within the, range:
900>^n>500
transmission of noise through the jet is dominant.: Within this range, low
frequency sound in transmitted through the jet more readily than higher
frequency sound.
The transmission cut-off angle is the angle greater than which, theoretically,
all sound is transmitted. At angles of incidence less than the cut-off, no
sound is transmitted through the jet (3). The expression for the transmission
cut-off angle reported in reference 3:
-1 c off_
nct	 cos	 f 1 + M,	 (2)
where:
c
o
 m sound speed at the ambient•, temperature
c  = sound speed at ,jet temperature
M = jet Mach number, V/c
was also found by investigation of the terms in the expression for the far
field total sound pressure in the previous annual report (1). For the para-
meters of the jet under investigation:
^nct = 490
It'is expected, and shown in Figure 4, that transmission through the jet
dominates at angles in the range 49 0 q n < 900 . While sound is still transmitted
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at angles, *n4490 , the influence of sound transmission decreases rapidly as
sound is refracted downstream in the jet. The decrease in sound transmission
is frequency dependent as shown in Figure 4. The transmitted sound falls off
more rapidly as frequency increases.
As the ;Jet axis is approached (V n.+ 00 ), and the transmitted sound contribu-
tion diminishes, sound diffracted around the let becomes dominant. This diffracted
sound imposes a theoretical limit on the shielding of approximately 6 dB.
The analytical results show agreement in form with the experimental. results.
The model underestimates the magnitude of sound scattering upstream of the
source. The model follows closely the trend o the measured data in the trans-
mission dominant zone. As the jet axis is approached, the measured sound level
continues to decrease; while the model. approaches a sound reduction limit. This
indicates that diffraction is a less dominant mechanism in shielding by the
real get.
2. Simulated Hoto Subsonic Jet
The purpose for development of the model is to estimate the shielding
for heated jets. For this reason, the model is compared to a simulated hot
jet using helium as the flow medium. to this jet, the density vatio, p j /p 0	 3
1/7 and the sound speed ratio, cj /.c0 - 3.0. The jet mach number, V/c1 - 0.18.
Figure 5 shows the directivity function on the side of the jet opposite
the source at the normalized frequencies, k0a, of 0.56 and 1.6. The curves
are similar to the unheated jet, Figure 4. The expected transmission zone
cut-off angle:
*nct m 740
is well defined at low frequency, koa - 0.56. Unlike the unseated jet, the
directivity function is less than zero upstream of the source. This may indicate
that the density difference between the ambient air and the jet stream causes
6
scattering toward the source side of the shielding Jet.
The model estimates the trends of the experimental data for upstream
locations. The sound reduction upstream of the noise source is shown. The
modal follows the trend of the e..perimental data in the near downstream region.
As with the unheated jet, the modal shows greater influence of diffraction
Further downstream than does the experiment.
3. Shielding Jet Widening Algorithm
The model estimates the trend of shielding, not only on the side of the
let opposite the source, but also in the azimuthal planes downstream of a source
impinging on the unheated jet. The model agrees in form with the shielding
by the simulated hot jet. In tha Legion near the Sat axis, the trend of tha
model diverges from experiment. The models for both the unheated jet and the
simulated hot jet show greater dependence on diffraction of sound around the
jet. Thus, the noise source is seeing a more effective sound barrier than the
model estimates.
The increase• in barrier dimension is felt to be accommodated by the
widening of the jet. In the present analysis, the shielding jet is modelled
as an infinite cylinder of constant cross-section, where the actual jet widens
downstream. As the jet widens, it becomes more effective as a sound barrier.
Thus, less sound is diffracted into the shadow zone on the side of the jet
opposite the source. From barrier theory, the scattering effect is more
pronounced as the frequency increases. Thus, the jet widening alters the
diffracted noise pattern more at high frequency than at low frequency.
In order to test the validity of the assumption that jet widening resolves
the discrepancies noted, a jet widening algorithm has been included in the
model. Figures 6 and 7 show the effect of the shielding jet widening down-
stream of the nozzle, for the isothermal jet. In these figures, the jet spreads
7
s
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at an included angle of 24°. The increase in jet cross section is accompanied
t
C	 by a decrease in velocity in the jet. In tbft model, the slug flow approxima-
tion is retained; but the mean velocity is assumed to decrease linearly with
downstream distance.
The jet widening does not affect the plots of 4SFL for 'fin>60°, However,
in this zone the difference between the model and experiment is not large. For
*n < 60°, jet widening has a more pronounced effect. Since the spreading of
the ,het alters the sound diffraction pattern, the effect is more pronounced
as frequency increases. At low frequencies, k0  R .56, the sound is scattered
into a Lobe of amplification adjacent to the shadow zone, (Figure 6). As n
increases, this lobe of amplification shifts toward the source side of the ,het
and broadens. At locations near the source axis, the lobe of amplification
disappears altogether.
At higher frequency, k 0 - 1,.6, the lobe of amplification is preceded
by a lobe of sound reduction, as shown in 'Figure 7. As 
'fin decreases, the
curve is shifted toward the source side; with the lobe of sound reduction
disappearing between *n * 30° and *n . 15°, and then the lobe of amplifiation
disappearing at *n<15°.
The experimental results show a sligil r trend. However, the shifting
of the curves toward the source side is more gradual than the model estimates.
The let widening algorithm chosen has overcorrected the model. However,
results indicate that inclusion of spreading in the shielding jet model can
resolve, in large part, that discrepancies between the model and experiment.
Continuing research will be directed toward refinement of the widening
algorithm.
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.III. DEVELOPMENT OF JET NOISE SOURCE MODEL
The analytical model was compared to experimental twin-jet results in
the previous anwvi.--.l report (1). The comparison is redrawn in Figure 8. In
the figure, the abscissa is normalized frequency, ko a. The ordinate is the
normalized sound pressure, expressed as A SPL in dB., as employed in the previous
section of this report. The operating conditions reported by'Kantola (k) are as
follows;
T^; * 1238 0R
V,	 1519 Fps
SID	 2.67
o K 1800
The receiver is in the far field in the shadow zone of the shielding jet.
That is, the shielding jet is between the source jet and the receiver. Two
receiver locations are investigated. The first is in the near down-stream
region of the jet exit (*n w 600) and the second is closer to the ,het axis
n - 
300). The experimental data has been corrected to eliminate the noise
emitted by the shielding jet.
From Figure 8, the model appears to follow the trend of experiment at
locations close to the jet axis (0n . 300). At low frequency, the shielding
increases rapidly for koa approaching 1.0. As the frequency increases from
k 0 a * 1.0 to koa - 10.0, the rate of noise reduction decreases. The model and
experiment typically agree to within t 2.0 dB. At receiver locations in the
near downstream region, ^n = 600 ; the trends shown by the model and by experi-
ment diverge. The experimental data show a more gradual increase in noise
reduction with frequency than do the model results. The discrepancies between
modo.l and experiment were felt to be due to the difference between the noise
radiation patterns of point noise source and the actual heated jet (1). For
b
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dthis reason, a more realistic representation of the jet noise emission has
been developed by Kim (5).
1 Deacri2ti.on of the Jet Noise Model
The source term in the wave equation has the form:
Qo a-iwt 6(r-r
o)d OMZ)
For a point noise source, the source strength, Q0 , is constant. The jet
noise model is developed by a formulat{;on for the source strength in which the
directivity is {mposad. Figure 9 shows a typical plot of polar directivity
of the jet noise from measurements by Yu and Dosanjh (6). Tn the figure, the
sound pressure at the polar coordinate is normalized by the sound pressure at
the peak.
As shown in figure 9, the far field sound pressure level contours are
characterized by a peak, located between 250 and 300 from the ,het axis, and
diminishing values on either side of the peak. Physically, this states that,
due to the convection effect, the sound waves are crowded in the downstream
direction and more widely spaced in the upstream direction. This enhances the
intensity in directions making an acute angle with the flow. At the same time,
sound nays are refracted by the mean flow, weakening the sound along the core
of the jet. Thus, the sound pressure near the jet axis is dominated by this
refractive bending of the sound waves.
The general form of the noise source model selected for the present study
is suggested by Ribner's anhlysis (7). The far field'mean square sound pressure.
is made up of a basic directivity function, which defines the spectral shape,
and a convection factor. The convection factor is the J,ighthill convection
I~
	 factor modified to show the amplification downstream dve to the source con-
`	
vection. The source amplitude, Q, based on Ribder's model is:
i
r
10
UGD
2 Dx(CS,ryr
O
where:
U
... 2 .. amplitude based on Lighthill's Ui¢ velocity dependence
co
DI - the basic directivity function
CS	 modified Strouhal number a CfD/U^
0	 = the basic convection factor
[(1-Mccos Vd 2 + a2Mc2^
me = effective average source convection speed/co+
1,5U3/co
a	 non-dimensional parameter
2. Basic Directivity Model
1
	
	
Ribner suggests that-the basic directivity function is composed of two
spectral components. One component is a function of self-noise due to turbulence
alone; while the other is a shear noise term arising from a cross coupling of
the turbulence with the mean flow shear. The basic form of the directivity
r
function has been modified by Kim in order to improve the fit to experimental
data, where:
1t3sin2^n	 2	 hDI(^n ,CS) _	 A(CS)(	 4	 ) + B(CS)(8sin ncos Fyn)]	 (4)
where:
A - spectral amplitude due to self=noise
B = spectral amplitude due to shear noise.,
3. Spectral Amplitude Functions
The choice of A and B for the best fit with the experimental data has
been studied by Nosseir and Ribner (8). It is obserbed that the values of A
11
.and B fall on two reasonably smooth curves: the self-noise spectral peak
lies roughly an octavo above the shear noise spectral. peak, This is based on
the argument that the spectral compoaunt, aiwt, in shear noises appears as
e21wt in the self noise duce to squaring of the turbulent velocity component.
Thus,
B(CS) . 2A(2CS)
Thus the two amplitude functions have the same shape, The shear noise
spectrum is shifted by an octave and its amplitude is twice that of the self
noise. Ribner (7) assumes that a semi-empirical spectral shape function with
the correct assymptotic behavior has the form:
V2
{1+ 2)
where:
v r 2n CS
The specific form of the spectral etmplitude functions was obtained by
comparison to experimental data of Tanna and Dean (9), shown in Figures 10 and
11, for an isothermal ;het (Ti - T0). Variations of 1/3 octave spectral shapes
at 300 and 900 from the jet axis where the Mach number is varied from 0.5 to
1.95, is investigated. Tanna and Dean observe that at 4)n - 90 0 , the spectral
shape has a broad peak. In contrast, at 4'n . 300 , the spectrum shifts toward
lower Frequency and the peak becomes more marked.
Kim has found the best fit to experimental data to be made rasing tie
amplitude functions:
A(v)	
(1' /4)2 	 (3a)
L1 + NO2]
B (v)	 2(y/2)2--	 (5b)
(1 + (`'/2)
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The estimated spectral shapes are shown by the solid lines on figures
10 and 11. In Figure 10 at *n . 90°, the model estimates the trend of the
curves to decrease in intensity as flow speed decreases. The agreement between
the model and experiment is good at frequencies Less than the peak for all
flow speeds. The model estimates a greater roll off of sound intensity at high
frequency than is measured. At n ^ 30°, the polar location at which the overall 	 4j
jet noise is most intense, the estimate shows good agreement with experiment
for u /c°< 1. For u^/ca> 1, the model is more sensitive to changes in flow
speed than experiment indicates. While the estimated spectra are narrower than
those estimated at n 90°, they are broader than the measured spectra. Finally,
the shift toward higher frequency, of the peak noise with increasing, flow speed
r
is greater in the model than is measured. The estimate peak occurs at a frequency
betuean 1h and 2 decades higher than is found experimentally at the higher flow
speeds.
Since the peak of the overall jet noise pattern is located at a polar location
of approximately 30° from the jet axis, the estimated shiedling is Expected to
be most sensitive to the source noise spectrum at ^n a 30°. From Figure 11,
the spectral amplitude function is expected to be most reliable for subsonic jet
flows for the isothermal jet.
The formulation of the jet noise source strength, Q, incorporates the
directivity pattern, convection effect, velocity dependence and spectral shape
function. This semi-emperical term is summarized below:
U 3 4D	 (`v/4) 2 	 (1+3sin2*n)
	
16(V/2)2	 2	 6Q	 - +	 (sin ^ cos ^ )	 (6)
cot	 [ 1+(\)/4) 2] 2	 4	 (1+(V/2) 2 ]	 n	 n
X C-5/2
t
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The far field noise radiation estimated using the source term above is
compared to experimental data of Yu and Dosanjh (6). The jet operating con-
ditions are:
Mi
T^ 
N
365.8 0 
T - 530.4 °$0
Figures 12, 13 and 14 show the, polar directivity of the jet noise. In
the figure, the sound pressure is normalized by the sound pressure at the peak
location. The data in Figure 12 are measured at a Strouhal number, St - 0.12,
where:
St_fD
U 
in which:
f - frequency
D - jet diameter
U'i - Jet exit velocity
Figure 13 is measured at St = 0.25 and Figure 14 is for St - 0.5.
The figures generally show good agreement with the measured jet noise
pattern. The model estimates the location of the peak and the rapid decrease
in sound pressure level on either side of the peak. The rate of sound reduc-
tion on either side of the peak follows the measured data.
The model for the source strength representative of a jet has been
developed. The model consists of a convection factor, which shows the down-
stream amplification due to source convection; a basic directivity function
which defines the spectral shape; and an amplitude based on Lighthill's U18
velocity dependence. The model estimates the polar directivity of a cold,
supersonic jet for a range of frequencies corresponding to Strouhal numbers from
0.12 to 0.5. The model estimates the form of the spectral amplitude and the
relative amplitude dependence on velocity of an ibothermal jet at subsonic
flow. The model for the spectral amplitude is found to deviate from measure
data at supersonic flows for the isothermal jet, at a location near the jet
noise peak. This is not felt to be due to an error in the form of the spectral
function; but rather to the choice of parameters. it is felt that the relation-
ship, v/4, in the basic amplitude function makes the function over- sensitive
to changes in flow speed. A relationship closer to v/2, as suggested by Ribner,
makes the function less sensitive to flow speed change; which is the trend of the
experimental data,
The form of the source strength is preferred because of its adaptability
to the shielding model originally developed. No change in the basic formation
of the model is necessitated. The estimated sound pressure at the receiver
is still based on a point noise source, However, with the modified source model,
the source strength is a function, not only of the characteristics of the jet,
but also of the receiver location.
15
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IV. JET SHIELDING USING MODIFIED SOURCE MODEL
The noise source model with directivity imposed is incorporated into
the shielding model, and the estimated shielding compared to Kantola's
experimental data (4).
1. Jet Noise Spectral Patterns
Figures 15 and 16 are the spectral shapes at two locations downstream
from the jet exit near downstream, V  a 60° and approaching the jet axis,
Vin a 300 . The purpose for these comparisons is to ensure that the estimated
jet noise spectrum corresponds to that measured by Rantola; since the shielding
spectrum depends not only on the frequency dependence of the shielding mechanism,
but also on the signature of the jet. It1 the figures, the sound pressure level.
is shown both at a . 180°, when the receiver is opposite the shielding jet from
the source; and at a - 90°, when the receiver is equidistant from both jets.
The influence of the shielding jet on the source jet is expected to be minimum
ata . 900 .. The estimated spectrum at *n ® 600 (Figure 15) follows closely
the measured spectrum, showing the rise to the peak and the relatively gradual
sound level decre" ne at frequencies beyond the peak.
At n	300, Figure 16, the estimates for both the shielded, a - 180°
and unshielded, a . 900 spectra are broader than those measured. The peaks of
the spectra are estimated to occur at higher frequencies than are indicated by
the measured data. These results are consistent with those noted during the
comparison to Tanna and Dean's measurements at^n = 30° in a previous section
of this report. At that t yme, it was noted that the discrepancy was felt to
arise From the choice of parameters in the spectral amplitude function. Pre-
liminary investigation into the effect of modifying this parametric relation-
ship indicates that both the shielded and unshielded curves are affected
similarly. Thus, the difference between the two curves remains the same as
shown in Figure 16.
16
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2. _Spectrum of Polar Directivity
The difference between, the a - 1800 and a . 90 0 spectra in Figures 15
and 16 gives the relative sound pressure level, ASPL. The resulting spectrum
eliminates the noise emitted by the shielding ,het. This directivity function
was plotted in Figure 8 for the constant strength source and is plotted in
Figure 17 for the source with directivity imposed.
The estimated shielding using the modified source shows considerable
improvement over the estimate with the constant strength point source at *n - 600,
The estimated curve follows measured data over the entire range of frequencies
up to k 0 a - 10.0. At locations closer to the j et axis, Vin - 300 , the estimated
shielding io leso than the measured shielding by as much as 4 dB. however,
the forms of the estimated and measured shielding curves are similar.
The agreement of the measured and analytical results in the near down-
stream region; and disagreement as the jet axis is approached is consistent with
the comparison to the point source shielding in a previous section. The model
shows more diffraction of sound around the shielding jet that is measured.
Thus, the difference noted at Vin * 30 0 , in Figure 17, is felt to be attributable
in large part to the jet widening, which will be investigated in the period
of continued effort for this project.
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V. surQ1ARx
The shielding modal with a point noise source has been compared to
experimental shielding of a point source. The results have shown similarities
in trend with differences noted in the far downstream region. It is contended,
and verified by preliminary results, that added barrier effect of the widening
jet accounts, in large part, for the noted discrepancies. Refinement of the
jet widening algorithm in the shielding model is one goal for the continued.
effort in this project.
A modified noise source formulation has been developed whose purpose it is
to represent, more realistically, the spectral and directional emission from
a jet. This model has been shown to be applicable to a number of jet applies--
Lions. The model requires refinement, particularly in the spectral distribution
at the polar location, ^n - 30°. This is the location at which the jet noise is
a maximum; and thus, the estimated shielding is most sensitive to the source
noise. Work on this model will bo continued.
The modified source formulation has been included in the jet shielding
model. The model estimates not only the resultant jet shielding, but also the
individual shielded and unshielded spectra. As in the development of the source
model, differences are noted in the spectral distributions at the polar loca-
tion, *n = 30°. "These differences area expected to be resolved by the spectral
amplitude function refinement. The discrepancies noted are not expected to
affect the twin jet shielding estimate.
The twin jet shielding estimate is found to compare favorably with the
measured data in the near downstream region where transmission dominates.
Further downstream, the model overestimates the diffraction around the jet. This
result is consistent with the point source shielding .results, where jet widening
increages the barrier effect of the shielding jet.
18
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Figure J. Schematic Representati rt of Point Noise Source Shielding Model.
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